
Power consumption

The greenhouse gas emissions of digital advertising are
determined in particular by the electricity consumption of
ad production, transmission and display. Therefore, the
source of the electricity used plays a decisive role. The
carbon footprint of different electricity products can differ
considerably (Fig. 2).

Digital ads are still a growing market

Net revenue from digital advertising in Germany has more
than tripled in the last 8 years (Fig. 1). It is therefore
increasingly important to understand how climate-relevant
this growth is and what can be done to reduce the resulting
greenhouse gas emissions.
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Fig. 1: Net revenue generated by on-screen ads from 2013 until 2020 in Mio. Euros.
* = prognosis; source: [1]

Climate impact of digital advertising

Fig. 2: Greenhouse gas emissions of different energy sources per kWhel (bars) and 
emissions of the German energy mix in 2018 (red line). Sources: [2], [3]

Asset production

The production of advertising assets is diverse and ranges from
images to lightly animated videos to cinematic short films. The
associated greenhouse gas emissions therefore vary greatly.
These depend primarily on the power consumption of the
equipment used to produce the assets. However, which activities
are attributed to the asset production also has an influence. For
example, the type of on-set catering - vegan, vegetarian or with
meat - has an influence on the level of climate-relevant emissions.
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Creation of cinematic ads: the role catering, 
equipment usage, mobility and post producution

play for the overall GHG-footprint
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Fig. 3: Greenhouse gas emissions of cinematic ad production; shares of different 
production acitvities. Source: own calculations
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Data transmission is the connecting
element

The central interface that connects everything in digital
marketing is the infrastructure for transmitting the data.
Resources and energy are needed to build the
infrastructure. However, the biggest part of the emissions is
caused by the use of the infrastructure. Here, there are
major differences between the transmission technologies:
at 9.14 Wh/GB, the energy consumption for the mobile
system LTE is almost 20 times higher than that of a fibre-
optic connection at home (0.45 Wh/GB). It is therefore
necessary to take a close look at which technology is used in
order to estimate the greenhouse gas emissions.
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Energy efficiency is rapidly inceasing

Technological progress has a direct impact on the power
consumption of data transmission over the network. Figure 4
shows that consumption has been decreasing exponentially
since 2000. Since electricity consumption from data
transmission is a decisive factor for the greenhouse gas
emissions generated, up-to-date data is urgently needed.

Climate impact of digital advertising

Fig. 4: GHG-emissions in g CO2e caused per 1 GB of transmitted data, using diffent
transmission technologies. German energy mix 2018. Source: own calculations based
on [3], [4]

Fig. 5: Regression analysis of data transmission energy usage estimates (kWh / GB) 
from 2000 until 2015. Log10 scaled. Source: [5]
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Cloud services

Cloud services, in which e.g. computing processes or storage
space are outsourced to servers, are now ubiquitous. They range
from the provision of infrastructure (computation capacity, data
storage) to entire platforms (virtual desktops) to the completely
cloud-based use of software (e.g. video streaming). Depending on
the service, any number of tasks can be transferred from local use
to cloud service providers.

Allocating data centre energy consumption to individual
processes (network, server, storage and infrastructure) is
complex. It is also a major challenge to track which data volumes
are on which server at which time and for how long.

Nevertheless, the greenhouse gas emissions of individual services
can be roughly estimated. Here, too, energy consumption
determines the level of emissions.
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Fig. 6: Annual greenhouse gas emissions of different cloud services in kg CO2e per 
year. German energy mix 2018. Source: own calculations based on [3], [4]



Hypertargeting

Our online behaviour is constantly tracked, analysed and used to
display advertising to specific target groups. For this purpose, data
(e.g. location data) is constantly transmitted. So far, we can only
make assumptions about the energy consumption associated with
collecting and analysing this data and how much of it is attributable
to individual advertising measures.

Standards

Two standards exist for the assessment of product carbon footprints: ISO
14067:2019 and the Greenhouse Gas Protocol. The present orientational
assessment of the greenhouse gas emissions of advertising measures is
based on these standards.
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Climate impact of digital advertising

End-user devices

Digital advertising assets are displayed on a variety of end-
user devices: smartphones, tablets, desktop computers and
smart TVs. Since the devices perform many different tasks
simultaneously at any given time, it is not trivial to determine
the share of power consumed for displaying the asset.
However, since the ads are only displayed for a few seconds,
the display on end-user devices is hardly significant
compared to data transmission. Nevertheless, there are
differences between the individual devices: smart TVs
consume about 20 times as much energy as tablet displays.

Fig. 7: Greenhouse gas emissions from the display of content on various devices in g 
CO2e per hour. German electricity mix 2018. Source: own calculation based on [3], 
[6], [7]
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Digital out-of-home devices

Digital out-of-home devices (DOOH) are digital advertising
boards in public spaces. These include, for example, steles
at railway stations or screens in shopping centres. The
screens have a high power consumption for the display,
local cooling and storage. They consume more than 600
times as much energy as smartphones and on average six
times as much energy as smart TVs. They therefore also
cause higher greenhouse gas emissions. In most cases, the
advertising assets are stored on site and are not streamed
across the entire network for each broadcast. As a result,
the power consumption for data transmission per
impression is usually much lower than for private end
devices.



Climate impact of digital advertising – case studies

Case study: end-user devices

Due to today’s high data transmission rate, also on mobile
devices, the share of video ads in digital advertising is
growing. The creation of cinematic ads often takes several
days of shooting, and dozens of people can be involved in
their production. After post-production, the advertising films
are transmitted to and displayed on end-user devices
millions of times, for example as an insert while watching a
YouTube video or in the Facebook feed.

The assets are only displayed for a few 
seconds at a time. In total, however, the 
display duration is 35 years. Because the 
displays of mobile devices work very 
efficiently, this does not consume too 
much energy.

For the example, we assume four 
produced advertising assets, which 
require two days of shooting plus one day 
each of set construction and costume 
fitting. 50 people are involved, travel and 
are catered for.

For post-production, i.e. editing, colour
correction and audio editing, a total of 80 

person-days are required for four 
advertising films. 

The commercials and the raw material 
are kept on a media server. In our 
example, this amounts to a total of 60 GB 
stored for one year.

The advertising videos are transmitted a 
total of 200 million times over three months 

to various end devices (smartphones, 
tablets, laptops and desktops, smart TVs). 

Data volume: 1,730 TB. Mobile data is 
particularly energy-intensive.
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Case study: DOOH devices

Another way to reach potential customers is through
advertisements in public spaces, such as steles, which are
often found in pedestrian zones or at railway stations. Today,
these advertising spaces are increasingly operated with
screens, which - in contrast to the small displays of the end
devices - consume a comparatively large amount of energy.

In contrast to video ad advertising, DOOH 
campaigns use ads with lightly animated 

images. There is no need for elaborate 
filming and comparatively little time is 

required for creating an asset
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The finished advertising assets are stored 
on the servers of advertising service 
providers. They are modular and are 
assembled according to location and time 
of day when they are broadcast. Due to 
their small size, they cause hardly any 
emissions.
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Hypertargeting is used to determine 
when many people belonging to the 
target group are in the vicinity of the 

advertising spaces. The energy 
consumption for this form of location 

tracking is particularly difficult to 
estimate.
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The data transfers together account for 
536 TB. The largest share of this is 
transfers between the display's storage 
servers and the display itself. They take 
place during every broadcast.
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The 10-second ads are displayed up to 73 
million times. This corresponds to a 

display duration of 23 years. Compared to 
mobile devices, the larger ads consume 

comparatively more energy.
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Digital ads on end-user devices

Digitale out-of-home ads

The case studies show that in digital advertising, different emission
sources play a crucial role depending on the used ad format and
chanal. For example, in the case of advertising on end-user
devices, transmission plays a particularly important role, while in
the case of digital out-of-home advertising, the display is the main
factor determining greenhouse gas emissions.
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Fig. 8: End-user devices case study: Emissions shares from asset production to asset
display. Source: own calculations

Fig. 9: Out-of-home ads case study: Emissions shares from asset production to asset
display. Source: own calculations


